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  2023 WeddingWire Couples’ Choice Awards®

The Madison Named Winner in 2023 WeddingWire

Couples’ Choice Awards®

  15th Annual Couples’ Choice Awards Honor the Top Wedding Vendors Nationwide and Abroad 

Riverside, January 19, 2023. -- The Madison was announced as a winner of the 2023 WeddingWire Couples’

Choice Awards®, an accolade representing the top wedding professionals across the board in quality, service,

responsiveness and professionalism reviewed by couples on WeddingWire, a trusted wedding vendor

marketplace.

To determine these distinguished wedding professionals, WeddingWire analyzed reviews within its Vendor

Directory across more than 20 service categories—from venues and caterers to florists and photographers—to

find the most- and highest-rated vendors of the year. The winners exhibit superior professionalism,

responsiveness, service and quality when interacting with the millions of couples who turn to WeddingWire to

help with their wedding planning process each month.

Wedding professionals who win WeddingWire Couple’s Choice Awards® are members of WeddingPro, a leading

B2B wedding brand. As the largest marketplace and community for wedding professionals, WeddingPro

connects businesses with more than 20 million unique monthly visitors who are planning weddings on The Knot

and WeddingWire, as well as with hundreds of thousands of pros in the industry. Through its online

marketplaces, educational programs and community-building events, WeddingPro is dedicated to helping

wedding professionals build relationships with couples and pros that grow their businesses.

The Madison is honored to be one of the top vendors in Venue in Riverside on WeddingWire.

For more information about The Madison, please visit us on WeddingWire.

To learn more about the Couples' Choice Awards®, visit www.weddingwire.com/couples-choice-awards.

About The Madison 

Situated in Riverside, New Jersey, The Madison is an elegant and modern wedding venue with multiple options

for celebrations. The expansive choices for cuisine and adaptable event spaces allow the venue to be

transformed to meet a couple's vision. The refined halls are intimate and chic and the expert staff uses their vast

experience to help sweethearts host a memorable occasion celebrating their love.

Facilities and Capacity

Couples have a number of choices, both inside and out, for which space they want to utilize for their event at The

Madison. Smaller weddings of 40 to 60 people can be held in the Wine Cellar, which offers a sense of seclusion.
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This space is especially suited to cocktail receptions as well as showers and engagement parties. The Fireplace

Room offers a similar ambience but with space for up to 75 guests at a standing reception. The fireplace creates

a cozy and welcoming atmosphere with a mantel that you can decorate. For larger celebrations of 150 people,

Cafe Madison offers a sophisticated and spacious room for nuptial events. The largest hall at the venue is The

Madison Room, which can accommodate 180 people for a seated reception. It features classic neutral tones and

large windows. No matter the hall that a couple chooses, the understated decor provides flexibility, suiting a

range of styles and themes.

Services Offered

The talented team at The Madison offers customizable services to achieve a couple’s wedding dreams. An event

planner helps guide sweethearts throughout the process. The cuisine is crafted and served by the professional

staff and during the day of your celebrations, an experienced events manager oversees your event. The team

also provides access to a dressing room where you can enjoy champagne and trays of fruit and cheese. Various

packages also include different menu styles and beverage selections. Dinners can be served plated or buffet-

style. Couples can also host brunch-style weddings. The talented team offers bundles for coordinating and

hosting your wedding shower at the location as well.

About WeddingWire 

WeddingWire is a trusted online and app-based marketplace, connecting couples with local wedding

professionals across the US and internationally through WeddingWire.in and WeddingWire.ca, with a suite of

comprehensive tools that make wedding planning easier. Operating within the $250 billion global wedding

industry, WeddingWire helps couples find the right team of wedding professionals to plan and execute a

wedding celebration personalized to them. Couples planning their weddings can read millions of vendor reviews

and search, compare and book from a directory of hundreds of thousands of vendors local to them. Visit

WeddingWire online at WeddingWire.com, WeddingWire.ca, and WeddingWire.in and follow on social media: 

Facebook.com/WeddingWire and @WeddingWire on Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest.
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